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1.0 Overall Vision:  

SAR Group  Leaders  completes  a  Cash  Control  (CC)  Sheet  every  week.   All  money
collected each week is deposited into a bank account.  The reconciliation between the CC

Sheets  and  the  weekly  deposits  is  conducted  by  a  designated  Comptroller,  who
communicates  the  results  and  overall  financial  picture  to  Some  Assembly  Required
(SAR) leadership.

2.0 Overall Benefits:  

There are many advantages of having a proper bank account, separate from the personal

finances of any one person:

• Avoid the conscious or inevitable borrowing from SAR funds:  money in a

personal bank account in invariably spent.   Avoid excuses such as “I’ll bring
the money right after next pay day.”

• Avoid disagreements over how much the money-holder actually owes SAR.

Avoids “You never gave me that much.”

• Avoid the accidental loss of cash.  Money is deposited into a bank account

shortly after it collected.  Cheques eliminate the need to withdrawal or carry
cash. Avoids “I lost the money; it was stolen.”

There are many advantages of the using some sort of cash control sheet:

• The appropriate fees are collected from every participant, every week; nobody

is  accidentally  missed.   Participants’  payments  are  recorded;  there  is  no
possibility of double payment.  

• A double signature on the CC Sheet verifies that all participants have been

collected  from,  the  money  on-hand  has  been  double  counted,  and  the
responsibility for the money has been assigned to a particular person.

• The CC sheet is a document that can be used to verify the accuracy of weekly
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deposits.

• In  addition  to  financial  reasons,  the  CC Sheets  allow for  the  tracking  of

attendance, in general or by person, if desired. 

3.0 Positions and Responsibilities in the proposal:

3.1  Financial  Comptroller:  One  SAR  leader  who  will  take  responsibility  for  the

group’s finances.  The person in whose name the bank account is opened.

3.1.1 Proposed Responsibilities:

• Monitor and Enforce:

o Use and return of Cash Control Sheets

o Weekly bank deposits
o Collection of IOUs, if any

• Reconciliation of bank deposits with cash control sheets 

• (Pre) Payments on behalf of SAR:

o Room Rental
o Donations to Community Centre

o Other

• Communication to the rest of SAR leadership:

o Overall financial picture
o Integrity of financial procedures.

• Keep CC sheets, bank statements and any receipts on file.

*****  3.1.2 Important Recommendation:  It is advised that the Comptroller does
not hold an ATM card, collect cash or make bank deposits.  The Comptroller’s
authority should be beyond reproach.  Avoid arguments like “Why should I fill in
the sheet when you didn’t last week?”

3.2 Group Leaders:  Other individuals who take an active role in SAR.  They might
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likely be those who organize, coordinate and lead weekly improv sessions.

3.2.1 Proposed Responsibilities:

• Keep SAR as fun as ever!

• Faithfully complete CC Sheets and hand them over to the Comptroller.

• If given the possession of cash, deposits this money into the bank account as

soon as possible, preferably the same evening.
• Ensure all other leaders are fulfilling their similar responsibilities.

4.0 Banking with the Bank of Nova Scotia:

The closest (Long-Term) banking institution is the BNS branch at Somerset and Bronson:

• Power Chequing account costs $6.95 per month.

• Up to 3 ATM cards which can be configured to be “deposit only”.

• 2 person account adds no only extra risk and no value because each person

can perform transactions independently.   

• Assume single account holder – Comptroller.  If this person looses interest in

the club,  the account must be closed and another opened in another name.
This is somewhat inconvenient but does avoid succession problems.

• SAR still vulnerable to true theft with only one signatory.

5.0 Cash Sheet Procedures:

5.1 Beginning of Session - Introductions

• Round circle introductions are not  only polite and a great ice-breaker; but,

they also give the group leader a chance to quickly fill-in the CC sheet
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5.2 End of Session - Call for Cash

• Each participant should initial beside his or her name, once paid.

• Anyone missing money can fill-in the IOU section.

• Group leader should ask for cash as much as possible.  Give away coin as

change.  Ultimately, group leaders should substitute personal bills for coin;
only bills can be deposited into an ATM

o It is best if the weekly bank deposit match the cash declared on the CC
sheet cleanly.  Coin on hand will just complicate the accounting.

• A second signature shoud be sought to verify that all participants have paid

and that the cash on-hand equal the correct amount at the end of the evening.
o Group Leader, or designate, now responsible for the cash.

• Cash Sheets should be turned over to the Comptroller for reconciliation.
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